1st Inaugural Cancer Systems Biology Consortium

West Coast Symposium

Hosted by
Oregon Health & Science University
University of California-Berkeley
University of California-San Diego
University of Southern California
University of California-San Francisco
University of California-Irvine
Stanford University
City of Hope

By bringing our centers together and by encouraging networking and discussion between institutions, we aim to promote collaboration, education and outreach by featuring speakers from CSBC centers and U01 programs.

May 15-16, 2019
8:30am-5pm daily
Evening reception May 14 at the Hyatt House in downtown Portland. Dinner May 15 on the Willamette Star, which will cruise the beautiful Columbia River on a tour of Portland.

Sessions by Nevan Krogan, Andrea Bild, Sylvia Plevritis, Darryl Shibata, Trey Ideker, Joe Gray, Laura Heiser and Arthur Lander on

- Systems Approaches to Therapy
- Heterogeneity and Plasticity
- Linking Networks to Spatial Structures
- Dynamic Behavior of Cancer Systems

Watch it via live stream here: https://echo360.org/section/5d483d63-2e78-4ad9-b39e-d620c522fbeb/public